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The BIOS Urn

Secure Haven’s memorial tree urns can all be planted either directly into the ground or within large plant pots – the living memorial can move and grow with the family and need never be left behind. The BIOS Urn can be stored for future use.

Return your loved one to nature in a BIOS Urn. The BIOS Urn is a biodegradable urn designed to turn the ashes of your loved one into a memorial tree. This funeral urn is built from biodegradable materials, such as cellulose and natural fibres. It comes with a choice of the following seeds; Beech, English Oak, Norway Maple, Ginkgo Biloba. These seeds can be germinated in an indoor environment during the year to grow into a healthy sapling and then planted with the BIOS Urn. We strongly advise planting the BIOS Urn with a sapling of your choice that suits its UK environment or perhaps reflects the personality of your loved one. The BIOS Urn can be placed in a planter so that it is mobile, able to move and grow with the family. BIOS Urn provides a transformation of returning to life through nature. This urn comes packaged in order that it can be stored for future use and it is also available to lay beloved pets to rest.

100% Biodegradable  30cm high x 14cm diameter  3litre
Secure Haven are proud to be the UK distributor of The Spiritree which is part of our memorial tree urn collection. A loved one’s ashes can be returned to nature in this fully biodegradable urn, nurturing the growth of a young tree for future generations of the family to admire. The Spiritree can be incorporated within an end of life plan for future use.

Spiritree offers a compassionate and ecological alternative to the modern funeral experience by creating and generating life out of a loved one’s ashes. The Spiritree is an organic shaped container designed to function as a biodegradable two piece funeral urn that facilitates the growth of a living memorial. The top shell with small perforations, promotes water absorption and is made of an inert, semi-precious ceramic that is built to degrade after long exposure to the elements. The bottom is composed of organic matter and biodegradable materials. The Spiritree is placed into the ground or into a large planter and the ashes are spread around the central protrusion of the organic base. The ceramic top is placed onto its base with the tree sapling within the centre of the Spiritree. As time passes the organic base of the Spiritree will slowly degrade and when the tree trunk grows large enough it will break the ceramic top which will then disintegrate. This urn comes beautifully packaged and can be stored for future use or as part of a funeral plan. It has the largest capacity of any of the biodegradable urns and can therefore be used to combine a human’s ashes with sets of pets ashes if so requested.

100% Biodegradable
38cm long x 30cm wide x 15cm deep 4.8litre

The Limbo Oléa Urn allows for the dignified and ceremonial laying to rest of adult ashes or a large pet. This innovative urn is also produced to nurture the growth of a living memorial or for the committal of ashes to water. The Limbo Oléa Urn is made entirely of crushed olive pips and naturally coloured with kiwi which gives it its beautiful, vibrant green colour.

Limbo Oléa Urn – Ground Use
Designed for burying your loved one’s or pets ashes, the urn’s lid can be replaced to include a sapling of your choice which can be planted to cultivate new life – it can also be placed in a planter and therefore able to move and grow with the family. This urn may be buried alongside an existing tree to aid on-going nutrition. Secure Haven supply free tree seeds including Beech, English Oak, Norway Maple or Ginkgo Biloba. These seeds can be germinated in an indoor environment during the year to grow into a healthy sapling and then planted with the Oléa Urn. This urn can also be used for interment into a grave, if permitted.

Limbo Oléa Urn – Water Use
This environmentally friendly vessel can also be used for the committal of ashes into the sea or freshwater. It is designed to take the ashes directly to the bottom of the waterway – alternatively, the urn can be buried along a shoreline. The approximate dissolution time is between five and ten minutes when submerged in water, whereas if it is buried along the shoreline, the dissolution time will depend on the level of moisture within the ground.

100% Biodegradable 22cm diameter 1.4kg weight 3.2litre
THE LIMBO GEOS URN

This innovative urn is produced to nurture the growth of a living memorial using a loved one’s ashes. It’s also available in a smaller size appropriate for infant or pet ashes. The Limbo Geos can also be rested alongside a mature tree to nurture existing tree life or placed into a grave.

Limbo Geos Urn for Adult or Large Pet

Designed for burying your loved ones or pet’s ashes, the Geos urn is 100% biodegradable, crafted from binding plant organic substrate, fibre, golden sand and plant extracts. The urn’s lid can be replaced to include a sapling of your choice which can be planted to cultivate new life – it can also be placed in a planter and therefore able to move and grow with the family. This urn may be buried alongside an existing tree to aid on-going nutrition. Secure Haven supply free tree seeds including; Beech, English Oak, Norway Maple or Ginkgo Biloba. These seeds can be germinated in an indoor environment during the year to grow into a healthy sapling and then planted with the Geos Urn. We strongly advise planting the Geos Urn with a sapling of your choice that suits its UK environment or perhaps reflects the personality of your lost loved one or pet.

The Geos Urn can also be used for interment into a grave, permission allowing, as it provides a very environmentally sound vessel for returning ashes back to the nature.

100% Biodegradable
22cm diameter 3.5kg weight 3.2litre

100% Biodegradable
15cm diameter 1.5kg weight 0.75litre

THE LIMBO WATER SOLUBLE URNS

The Limbo water soluble urns allow for the dignified and graceful laying to rest of adult, infant and pet ashes at sea or within fresh water. They are designed to take the body of ash peacefully to the bottom of the water way, returning them to nature.

Limbo Samsara Urn

Samsara is crafted with sand, a minute amount of sea salt and bound by plant extracts. Extremely hard, biodegradable and 100% soluble. It has been specially designed to restore ashes to nature, whether submerging it in water (fresh or saltwater) or burying it either along a shoreline or in the ground. The approximate dissolution time is one hour when it is submerged in water, whereas if it is buried along the shoreline, the dissolution time will depend on the level of moisture in the ground.

100% Biodegradable 22cm diameter 3.5kg weight 3.2litre

100% Biodegradable 15cm diameter 1.5kg weight 0.75litre

Limbo Nu Urn

This pure white Nu urn is a beautifully crafted biodegradable urn with a shell and star pattern around the center of the urn’s body. Nu is a water soluble urn made with saline and natural components, 100% soluble, designed to cast ashes in the sea the natural way. They gradually dissolve into the waves within a few minutes and dissolution time is generally between five and ten minutes. Its spherical shape and colour give it a high symbolic value as it conveys the peace, tranquility and restfulness that the sea affords us.

100% Biodegradable 22cm diameter 3.5kg weight 3.2litre

100% Biodegradable 15cm diameter 1.5kg weight 0.75litre
**LIMBO GREEN MEMORY WREATH**

The Green Memory Wreath is an ingenious and alternative approach to the traditional floral tribute. It becomes an organic form of remembrance in which family and friends can participate.

The wreath is made up of 16 flower pots, which can be shared with relatives, friends, or with anyone else a family wishes.

This new wreath is made up of living plants of family's choosing, planted in plastic pots, which are taken home after the service, to be planted on in memory of that loved one or friend. The circular frame which holds the plant pots in position may be re-used several times by the memory wreath supplier – additional replacement pots and carriers can be supplied. Re-useable jute bands are supplied with silk foliage attached to disguise the pots.

Wreath – 80cm outer diameter  60cm inner diameter
Pots – 9cm across  9cm deep  0.35litre
Available in White or Anthracite Grey

---

**ANGEL AT REST WEATHERPROOF OUTDOOR URN**

Secure Haven have worked closely with Bea Stone in Poland to develop this very special outdoor urn to meet with the needs of families in their desire to keep the ashes of loved one’s and pets at home in the garden. This unique urn is large enough to accommodate at least two sets of ashes so that family members can be reunited after passing.

The Angel at Rest urn is designed as a weatherproof outdoor urn which allows families to store their loved one’s or pets ashes at home in the garden or any private outdoor space - it can also sit as an artistic piece within the home. Cast in stone and resin bond to form a robust urn, it remains forever peaceful and elegant.

Hand finished in an artist’s studio, it is then plated in natural iron, copper or bronze, which produces the magical display of eye-catching colour. The urn is then highly lacquered producing a lovely sheen, containing UV protection. The urn is accessed underneath via an 80mm anodized aluminium threaded plug. This allows for easy interment and later additional interment as partners and pets are reunited after passing.

100% Waterproof  34cm width x 25cm deep x 27cm high  8litre
LES GRAND VENTS – UNIQUE WOODEN URNS

Secure Haven are proud to be the exclusive UK distributor to these rather exquisite wooden Les Grand Vents from Canada. Turned from a single log, each urn is completely unique in its appearance.

Martin Huot is an extremely talented artist and woodturner. Working as ‘Les Grands Vents’ he produces exceptional solid wood funeral urns. These are hand carved and turned from one single log in various local woods such as Cherry and Maple – all sourced locally in Quebec, Canada.

These very tactile urns are polished with beeswax to achieve a glass-like, smooth finish. They would sit proudly within the family home as a piece of natural artwork and discreetly hold the ashes of a loved one or family pet.

In turning and crafting the urn, this exposes the very heart of the tree trunk to provide the stunning display of natural colours and textured grains. The domed cap is finished with a beautifully engineered brass thread.

As each urn is turned from a single sourced log, no two urns are the same. Each urn is signed, numbered and comes with a certificate of authenticity. Some urns can be offered with artistic metal embellishment, such as bronze work. Secure Haven also represent Les Grand Vents throughout Europe.

30cm high  18cm diameter  3.7litre

STANDARD SIZE BRASS URNS & KEEPSAKES

Tranquility
26cm high  16cm diameter  3.4litre
Keepsake Urn  6.5cm high  0.05litre

French Grey Tranquility
26cm high  16cm diameter  3.4litre
Keepsake Urn  6.5cm high  0.05litre
Grand Silver & Mother of Pearl
25cm high 17cm diameter 4.0litre
Keepsake Urn 7cm high 0.07litre

Silver & Mother of Pearl
24cm high 16.5cm diameter 3.0litre
Keepsake Urn 7cm high 0.07litre

Gold & Mother of Pearl
24cm high 16.5cm diameter 3.0litre
Keepsake Urn 7cm high 0.07litre

Grand Gold & Mother of Pearl
25cm high 17cm diameter 4.0litre
Keepsake Urn 7cm high 0.07litre
STANDARD SIZE BRASS URNS & KEEPSAKES

**Handsome Copper Leaf**
- 24cm high
- 16cm diameter
- 3.0litre
- Keepsake Urn: 7cm high, 0.07litre

**Sympathy**
- 25cm high
- 16cm diameter
- 3.4litre
- Keepsake Urn: 7cm high, 0.07litre

**STANDARD SIZE BRASS URNS & KEEPSAKES**

**Honesty**
- 26cm high
- 13.5cm diameter
- 3.0litre
- Keepsake Urn: 7cm high, 0.07litre

**Ocean Blue & Pewter**
- 27cm high
- 18cm diameter
- 3.4litre
- Keepsake Urn: 6.5cm high, 0.05litre

**Sympathy**
- 25cm high
- 16cm diameter
- 3.4litre
- Keepsake Urn: 7cm high, 0.07litre
STANDARD SIZE BRASS URNS & KEEPSAKES

Serenity
25cm high 18cm diameter 3.4litre
Keepsake Urn 7cm high 0.07litre

French Grey Serenity
25cm high 18cm diameter 3.4litre
Keepsake Urn 7cm high 0.07litre

Sanctum Honesty
29cm high 14.5cm diameter 3.4litre
Keepsake Urn 7cm high 0.07litre

French Grey Sanctum Honesty
29cm high 14.5cm diameter 3.4litre
Keepsake Urn 7cm high 0.07litre
DOUBLE BRASS URNS & COMPANION SET

Double Silver Floral
39cm high  20cm diameter  6.5litre

Double Sympathy
37cm high  20cm diameter  6.5litre

Double Silver & Gold Floral
39cm high  20cm diameter  6.5litre

Honesty Companion Set
26cm high  16.5cm diameter  3.0litre x 2
LARGER SINGLE BRASS URNS

French Grey Serenity
32cm high  20cm diameter  4.5litre
Keepsake Urn  7cm high  0.07litre

Sympathy
31cm high  19cm diameter  4.5litre
Keepsake Urn  6.5cm high  0.05litre

HAND-BLOWN GLASS URN FOR CHILDREN’S ASHES

Secure Haven have developed, with British artisans, an exclusive range of contemporary and discreet hand-blown glass urns to safeguard children’s ashes. Using glass in this way, allows us to create a hollow one-piece urn, which can be filled with ashes from the base which is then sealed with a closure. These urns have been finished in three sympathetic, soft colours.

Soft Pink
15cm long  13cm wide  7cm deep
500grams  0.5litres

Pure White
15cm long  13cm wide  7cm deep
500grams  0.5litres

Soft Blue
15cm long  13cm wide  7cm deep
500grams  0.5litres
Secure Haven have developed, with British artisans, an exclusive range of contemporary and unique hand-blown memory pebbles. Using glass in this way, allows us to create a hollow pebble, which can be filled with ashes from the base which is then sealed with a closure.

**Earth – Aqua Blue**
10cm long 8cm wide 3cm deep 25grams 0.025litres

**Earth – Amber Flow**
10cm long 8cm wide 3cm deep 25grams 0.025litres

**Earth – Aqua Brown**
10cm long 8cm wide 3cm deep 25grams 0.025litres

**Reflex Blue & 24ct Gold Leaf**
10cm long 8cm wide 3cm deep 25grams 0.025litres

**Pure White & 24ct Gold Leaf**
10cm long 8cm wide 3cm deep 25grams 0.025litres

**Classic Black & 24ct Gold Leaf**
10cm long 8cm wide 3cm deep 25grams 0.025litres

**French Grey & 24ct Gold Leaf**
10cm long 8cm wide 3cm deep 25grams 0.025litres
LIMBO FLAMMA GLASS URN

Flamma is an urn crafted from moulded glass, cork and virgin beeswax to preserve the ashes – keeping your loved one’s flame alive. Glass, represents pureness and transparency. Its maroon colour symbolising inner strength whilst the incense burner reinforces the thoughts of purification and regeneration. Inside, a cotton bag preserves the ashes of your loved one.

Flamma  
26cm high  24cm across  3.5litre

LES PETITS VENTS – KEEPSAKES

Secure Haven are proud to be the exclusive UK distributor to these rather exquisite wooden Les Petits Vents from Canada. Turned from a single piece of Cherry wood, each keepsake urn is unique in its appearance and has been polished with beeswax to achieve a glass-like, smooth finish. Suitable for a token of ashes or a lock of hair.

Les Petits Vents - Keepsake Urn (above)  
8cm high  5cm diameter
Les Petits Vents - Imperial Urn (left)  
2.5cm high  4.5cm diameter

STERLING SILVER KEEPSAKE JEWELLERY

Secure Haven have designed a beautiful range of sterling silver keepsake jewellery which can discreetly hold a token of a loved ones’ ashes - every piece is rhodium plated. The compartment is accessed via a threaded grub-screw and interring kits are provided.

Military Style Dog Tag  
35mm drop  
Belcher Chain 24”

Angels Wing Heart  
20mm drop x 20mm across  
Snake Chain 18”

Saint Christopher Pendant  
25mm diameter  
Curb Chain 24”
STERLING SILVER KEEPSAKE JEWELLERY

Cross Pendant In Silver Or Rose Gold Plated
35mm drop x 20mm across
Silver Curb Chain or Rose Gold Plated Chain 18”

Limbo Sum Locket
20mm drop (Threaded capsule inside locket)
Curb Chain 18”

Tree of Life Pendant with Black Detail
20mm diameter
Snake Chain 18”

Large Heart Pendant
32mm drop x 32mm across
Silk Cord 18”

Tree of Life Pendant with Green Detail
20mm diameter
Snake Chain 18”

Tree of Life Pendant with Black Detail
20mm diameter
Snake Chain 18”

Heart Pendant with Diamanté Detailing
21mm drop x 27mm across
Snake Chain 18”
STERLING SILVER KEEPSAKE JEWELLERY

Heart Pendant with Heart Cut-Out
26mm drop x 30mm across
Snake Chain 18”

Scrolled Cherished Heart Pendant
32mm drop x 30mm across
Curb Chain 18”

Baya Weaver Nest Pendant
51mm drop x 20mm across
Snake Chain 18”

Heart of Gold Locket
30mm drop x 29mm across
Curb Chain 18”

Scrolled Large Drop Pendant
53mm drop x 20mm across
Curb Chain 18”

Scrolled Globe & Pearl Pendant
44mm drop x 15mm across
Curb Chain 18”

Scrolled Globe & Pearl Pendant
44mm drop x 15mm across
Curb Chain 18”

STERLING SILVER KEEPSAKE JEWELLERY
STERLING SILVER KEEPSAKE JEWELLERY

Miniature Awareness Ribbon Pendant
23mm drop x 19mm across
Snake Chain 18”

Heart with Gold Footprints Pendant
18mm drop x 19mm across
Snake Chain 18”

Large Double Chamber Pendant
40mm drop x 42mm across
Silk Cord 18”

STERLING SILVER KEEPSAKE MEMORIAL BEADS

Crescent Moons & Stars Bead
14mm outer diameter, 5mm inner diameter

Polished Silver Heart Bead
15mm across x 15mm deep

Silver Bead with Gold Hearts
14mm outer diameter, 5mm inner diameter

Simple Banded Bead
14mm outer diameter, 5mm inner diameter